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Root Cause Analysis 
 

UAF Incoming Email Interruption 
 

Event Description:  
 
26-Jan-2007 UAF incoming email interruption of service. 

 Duration of service degradation/outage perceived by users: 11 hours, 50 minutes  
   Outage first perceived/reported: 1/26/2007 @ 10:30 pm 
      Service fully restored: 1/27/2006 @ 10:20 am 

 
Summary: 
 

Synopsis:  
 
Interruption of incoming UAF email was discovered by an OIT System Administrator the morning after 
deploying a replacement email server. Auxiliary technical and management staff was informed, and diagnostic 
efforts were initiated.  
 
Initial findings indicated that the incoming email server was not accepting mail sent to the following UAF email 
domains: uaf.edu; kuac.org; alaskaone.org; lter.uaf.edu. The system administrator discovered an errant 
configuration file and corrected the error, resulting in incoming email being processed as normal.  
 
During this event, incoming email to the affected domains was returned to the sender with a failure notification. 

 
Cause: 
 
Earlier the same week, OIT staff discovered that a UAF email server had been compromised. This prompted the 
expedited deployment of a replacement email server.  This implementation required updating some of the 
software with altered configurations to insure integrity of the new server. During the deployment of the 
replacement server, a configuration file was overlooked. This resulted in incoming e-mail to the affected 
domains being returned to the sender with a failure notification. Post deployment validation was not adequate, 
contributing to the delay discovering this issue.  
 
Action Items: 
 
1) Determine the vector of attack used to compromise the replaced mail server (in process) 
2) Document new setup and configurations of email services (in process) 
3) Organize email validation procedures, and recruit testers/validators (in process)  
4) Document email testing and validation plan and procedures (in process) 
 
 
Future Prevention: 
 
1) Incorporate email validation procedures into all planned outages 
2) Perform/implement Action Items 1-4 

 


